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The Laird Who Loved Me 2009-08-25 new york times bestselling author karen hawkins entrances with the story of a proud highlander
and the impulsive english minx who resolves that one way or another he will be the laired who loved me handsome alexander maclean
enjoyed his intoxicating flirtation with lovely caitlyn hurst until she embarrassed him in front of the entire town orchestrating
caitlyn s attendance at a fashionable house party alexander plots her downfall but to his fury her charm and wit thwart his plan
to ruin her her disastrous london season left caitlyn filled with regret and determined to make things right with alexander she s
delighted to find him at the house party to which she s unexpectedly invited but it s clear that the sexy arrogant highlander hasn
t forgiven her so caitlyn comes up with a bold scheme proposing an unusual contest drawn from legend each must complete a set of
mythic tasks if caitlyn succeeds alexander promises to relent and forgive her previous rash behavior if he succeeds she will join
him in his bed but can caitlyn force alexander to give up his quest for vengeance without giving up her heart in return
Overworld Chronicles Box Set Books 5-7 2017-11-09 hundreds of 5 star reviews hundreds of thousands of copies sold over 700 pages
of lightning paced supernatural action readers describe it as the most original supernatural series in ages meet your hero atlanta
is ground zero for a supernatural invasion enter justin a snarky nerd with all the heroic potential of a potato that is until he
comes into his demonic powers and finds out everybody hates demon spawn the problem he might be the last hope for uniting the
overworld and saving us all twisted sister of mine justin slade is living on borrowed time the vampling curse is gnawing away at
his body and his sanity because the cure might lie in his special kind of magic justin goes to arcane university in a desperate
attempt to unlock his powers when he runs into his little sister ivy at the university justin realizes this might be his chance to
convince her he s not evil even better she might be able to cure him if her shape shifting protector bigglesworth doesn t eat him
first dearest mother of mine when justin finds out daelissa plans to use his mother alysea to reopen the gateway between the
mortal and seraphim realms he decides it s high time to mount a rescue operation but she s being held by jeremiah conroy the most
dangerous and secretive arcane in the overworld of course justin s got even more problems when he accidentally kills the brother
of maulin kassus who happens to be the leader of the black robe brotherhood deadly expert battle mages and kassus wants revenge
infernal father of mine justin s reunion with his father starts with a punch to the face and their capture by exorcists a cult
branch of the templars supposedly disbanded centuries ago the exorcists banish justin and his father david to the gloom fighting
to escape exile justin discovers everything he knows about his father is a lie even worse the man is a complete jackass who won t
give a straight answer to the simplest of questions but when they stumble upon a secret army being grown by one of daelissa s
minions they realize much more than a healthy father son relationship is at stake
The Prince Who Loved Me 2014-09-23 determined to foil his grandmother s matchmaking attempts prince aleksey romanovin sets his
sights on unsuitable bronwyn murdoch who much to his chagrin turns his game upside down as she sets out to prove that an ordinary
woman can bring a prince to his knees
Scandal in Scotland 2011-05-24 new york times bestselling author karen hawkins spins an unforgettable tale of captivating beauty
with a secret a dashing sea captain on a treacherous mission and the priceless artifact that seals their destiny despite fame and
countless admirers actress marcail beauchamp has never forgotten william hurst the audacious seafarer she once loved and lost now
forced by a mysterious blackmailer who threatens her family she must steal an ancient onyx box from the one man she s vowed never
to see again to save his brother from a ruthless abductor william must deliver the artifact as ransom he s stunned when marcail
more lovely than ever suddenly appears on his ship but when she drugs him and steals the box his fury knows no bounds william
pursues marcail but too late she has already delivered the box the estranged lovers realize they must work together both to regain
the artifact that could mean life or death to his family and to destroy the mysterious blackmailer s power over her family thus
begins a high stakes quest through the reaches of scotland a quest that stirs up long forgotten memories and an unquenchable
passion
Fire Mountain 2022-07-31 digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of fire mountain a thrilling sea story by norman
springer digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully
reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat
this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature
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The Last Chance Motel 2021-10-07 every big romance deserves a second chance but evan and jessica cho graham are looking at the
last chance more specifically the last chance motel in dove pond nc where jessica has escaped to start a happily independent life
separate from her smart sexy but driven husband evan has been wildly successful in every endeavor except keeping the heart of the
one woman he loves more than anything if he s going to repair this mess he s going to need all the help he can get even if it s
from the crankiest handyman in b b history to turn his second chance with jess into a perfect storybook happy ending previously
published in the i loved you first anthology
I Loved You First 2020-08-25 escape with three warm hearted romantic comedy novellas about women s second chance at first love
from beloved romance authors suzanne enoch molly harper and karen hawkins take two by suzanne enoch eleanor ross has it all fame
fortune and brian maccafferty the perfect combo of bodyguard and assistant who makes every day a breeze maccafferty anticipates
her needs puts out her fires and once upon a time nearly put a ring on her finger and when a scandal erupts that could ruin el it
s brian who rushes to the rescue and joins her in hiding will el discover there s no hiding from true love and is she finally
ready to take a second chance for her own real life happily ever after pasties and poor decisions by molly harper anastasia
villiers has hit rock bottom and that rock is named espoir island abandoned by her disgraced investment banker husband who
liquidated all of their assets and fled the country anastasia is left with nothing except for fishscale house a broken down queen
anne in the michigan hometown she swore she d left for good if ana quickly renovates and flips the dilapidated building she can
get back to manhattan and salvage her life the problem the only person on the island with historical renovation cred is ned
fitzroy ana s first love who insists she help him with the labor herself as ana gets reacquainted with ned and her hometown she
realizes home may be just what she s always wanted the last chance motel by karen hawkins every big romance deserves a second
chance but evan and jessica cho graham are looking at the last chance more specifically the last chance motel in dove pond nc
where jessica has escaped to start a happily independent life separate from her smart sexy but driven husband evan has been wildly
successful in every endeavor except keeping the heart of the one woman he loves more than anything if he s going to repair this
mess he s going to need all the help he can get even if it s from the crankiest handyman in b b history to turn his second chance
with jess into a perfect storybook happy ending
Sleepless in Scotland 2009-07-09 new york times bestselling author karen hawkins continues to delight with this amusing and
sizzling story of regency escapades when a proper english miss and a dashing highland laird find their mutual passion when
sensible catriona hurst sets off in pursuit of her wild twin sister caitlyn whose plan to trap the handsome laird of clan maclean
into marriage will lead her to sure disaster she never expects the journey to end with her own wedding first triona is caught in
maclean s carriage then she s roundly scolded and then to her shocked surprise thoroughly kissed she is caught body and soul by
the laird s enigmatic younger brother hugh maclean who had set a trap for the unprincipled sister and refuses to believe that he s
caught the other while hugh is enchanted by triona s delightful response to his kiss he soon realizes that she is not who he
thought but an innocent whom honor demands he wed immediately and he also discovers that letting the passionate triona into his
bed is far easier than keeping her out of his many concerns even the ones he d planned to keep secret
MacLean's Passion 2016-06-28 usa today bestselling author sharon cullen s highland pride series continues as scotland s most
reckless smuggler meets his match in a beautiful spitfire who arouses a renewed sense of duty camaraderie and passion colin
maclean has always felt like a black sheep especially after his brothers are slain before his eyes in the battle of culloden a
smuggler by trade colin makes for an embarrassing chieftain he can t even save his friends from their british pursuers without
getting himself captured but before he is martyred by the hangman s noose colin escapes with his cellmate a brave lad he s come to
admire it s only in the depths of the highlands that colin discovers the lad is a lass and a bonnie one at that raised by her
older brothers maggie sinclair can drink a pint in no time flat and wield a dagger with the best of em still men have always
excluded her and women have always shunned her colin makes her feel different his wild spirit and rugged good looks have maggie
reconsidering her less than ladylike ways for the first time she s tempted to put on a gown just to see how colin would react she
can only imagine what might happen next a kiss a touch and perhaps enough sultry heat to melt a cold highland night look for all
of sharon cullen s delightful historical romances the all the queen s spies series wed to a spy bound to a spy the secrets
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seduction series the notorious lady anne loving the earl pleasing the pirate his saving grace sebastian s lady spy the reluctant
duchess the highland pride series sutherland s secret maclean s passion campbell s redemption praise for the novels of sharon
cullen this regency romance has it all danger blackmail passion love and characters that draw you in and leave you wanting more
fresh fiction on sebastian s lady spy heart wrenching and full of real emotion proving that love is always the answer his saving
grace is the best book i ve read this year usa today bestselling author bronwen evans a sizzling smart relationship that evolves
beautifully to capture readers hearts as well as their imaginations rt book reviews on pleasing the pirate includes an excerpt
from another loveswept title
The Devil's Due 1996 lady katherine steele fled to the remote scottish castle of the battleslain lord duncan mclean hoping for
refuge from a powerful and dangerous suitor there she assumes the role of the widow mclean her refuge may be short lived though
because a stranger soon appears at her door and now katherine feels the spark of passion beginning to ignite in her heart
Melissa's Daughters 2011-04-29 melissa seems to be a model mother raising two daughters in a remote community then the daughter of
the woman she has murdered shows up at her doorstep she must protect her daughters and the life she has built
Caught by the Scot 2017-09-26 dashing scottish privateer conner douglas must marry a respectable well born woman and soon if he
wants to secure his rightful inheritance determined to still explore the high seas as well as his mistresses beds he aims to find
a pliable wife who ll turn a blind eye to his antics and he knows just the woman childhood friend and mousy spinster miss theodora
cumberbatch snowe unbeknownst to conner meek and plain theodora has been hopelessly in love with him for years but unwilling to
wait forever for what will never happen theodora plans to wed a kind if unexciting local landowner leaving behind the wild
highlander of her dreams yet conner refuses to let his perfect wife get away he chases her to gretna green and is shocked to
discover the real theodora is an ardent and wildly sensual woman soon he realizes his passion to win her has nothing to do with
securing his inheritance and everything to do with earning the love of the unforgettable woman
Mad for the Plaid 2016-08-30 what more could new york times bestselling author karen hawkins s fans desire than the sharp repartee
clever plotting memorable characterization and sizzling sexual tension rt book reviews of her sparkling oxenburg princes fairy
tale romance series nikolai romanovin a royal prince of oxenburg has travelled to the deepest wilds of scotland to rescue his
grandmother the grand duchess who was abducted while visiting an old friend in the highlands wanting to avoid an international
incident nik plans to quietly slip into enemy territory disguised as a groom at castle cromartie but his plans go awry when he
falls under the cool gray gaze of the laird s daughter pragmatic and clever ailsa mackenzie has been left in charge of the family
estate and her unruly grandmother in her father s absence something about the new groom catches her eyes and makes her think he s
not who he pretends to be and even more shockingly stirs her senses is it his obviously educated manners his arrogant non servant
like presence it s certainly not his towering powerful form or slumberous inviting green eyes after confronting the imposter and
learning the truth ailsa agrees to help nik for she too understands difficult relatives and would do anything for family soon
their secret partnership leads to growing respect searing kisses and then something far more perilous and when their quest turns
dangerous ailsa and nik must discover this unknown enemy while facing the dangerous demands of their own unruly hearts
The Princess Wore Plaid 2016-03-21 sizzling scottish romance abounds in this e novella in the princes of oxenburg series a
cinderella spinoff to new york times bestselling author karen hawkins s delightful duchess diaries series a princess once
bejeweled but now tattered royal princess tatiana romanovin is the beautiful wealthy and spoiled favorite of the king of oxenburg
on her way to her cousin s wedding in the scottish highlands tatiana s carriage is involved in an accident and wounded she is
separated from her servants and possessions tatiana soon finds herself alone in an inn with no servants no funds and no proof of
her identity destitute she accepts the offer from a sympathetic but unbelieving innkeeper to work for her room and board while she
waits for an answer to the missive she s sent to her cousin prince nikolai with no other recourse tatiana scrubs floors and washes
dirty linens waiting for her prince to come a proud lord once lost and now found after a brutal bloody battle with the french navy
left lord buchan limping and surly and abandoned by his betrothed because of his injuries his lordship hides away at his manor
house in the countryside he leaves only once a week to eat at the local inn drawn by the expert cooking of the innkeeper s wife
one day buchan arrives to find that the innkeeper has a new servant a beautiful scullery maid with a queenly air and flashing
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green eyes that leave him breathless and increasingly aware of his lonely existence love may find them yet the challenge of
winning his way into tatiana s heavily protected heart stirs buchan back to life but can he and his scars and broken heart win a
proud princess whose only goal is to leave scotland and return to the court where she s the crowning jewel
The Prince and I 2015-08-25 lady murian who is seeking revenge against the man who killed her husband and stole his birthright
robs nobles in order to survive but she gets more than she bargained for when she ambushes warrior prince max romanovin
Much Ado About Marriage 2010-08-31 new york times bestselling author karen hawkins s first historical romance originally titled
one lucky lord and written as kim bennett has been rewritten to tie into both her macleans series and her new hurst amulet series
fearless english earl thomas wentworth scoffs at failure trusting in the legendary wentworth luck to safeguard his spy mission to
scotland but a single encounter with saucy scotswoman fia maclean turns thomas s mission topsy turvy all too innocently entangling
him in his enemy s trap the beautiful fia gives thomas no escape but to marry her but thomas doesn t know just what he s marrying
into with an ancient amulet in fia s possession she wields even more power than her sharp tongue and quick wit her cousin douglas
maclean stole the magical amulet from the white witch maeve hurst and gave it to fia for safekeeping but now with fia in london
with thomas the amulet falls into the hands of queen elizabeth thinking it will be safe in the queen s hands fia leaves it be and
focuses on bedeviling her newly betrothed
The Sketch 1909 the essays in ethics and capitalism address the question of ensuring ethical and just societies within a
capitalist system without sacrificing productivity
Sketch 1909 an enovella featuring a runaway princess and the earl who finds her a sneak peek into new york times bestselling
author karen hawkins s delightful new duchess diaries series princess menshikov of oxenburg alexandra romanovin is done being
courted by men interested only in her position and wealth inspired by tales told by a beloved tutor of the bold and brawny men of
scotland alexandra visits that misty land hoping to find true love but while traveling without the protection of her royal name
she finds herself accused of thievery by an angry innkeeper rescued by the dashing and handsome earl of kintore she thinks she s
found the answer to her prayers a man worth falling in love with but kintore has other ideas an avowed bachelor who long ago swore
off marriage the earl wants nothing more than a passionate interlude with this beautiful exotic stranger but soon alexandra s
intoxicating beauty and seductive touch leave kintore wondering if a mere interlude will be enough
Ethics and Capitalism 2000-01-01 new york times bestselling author karen hawkins sets scottish hearts afire in this delightfully
witty and sexy regency romance the first in her duchess diaries series urged by her favorite nephew the intimidating duchess of
roxburghe agrees to transform a thorny scottish rose into a lovely bloom but even she isn t prepared for fiery rose balfour at
seventeen rose fell wildly in love with lord alton sinclair known as lord sin for his wicked ways stung by his indifference the
starry eyed girl tried to win an illicit kiss but then panicked and pushed the notorious rakehell into a fountain leaving lord sin
floating among the lily pads to the mocking laughter of his peers rose escaped back to the obscurity of the scottish countryside
six years later sin convinces his aunt the duchess of roxburghe to invite rose to her annual house party where he plans to get
revenge by making rose the laughingstock of polite society to his astonishment he finds she has become an alluring woman who
threatens to turn the tables on his nefarious plans thus sin and rose begin an epic battle of the sexes that becomes more
passionate at every turn eventually one will have to surrender but to vengeance or to love s deepest passion
The Friend of China 1891 robert hurst is on the trail of a mysterious onyx box needed to ransom his kidnapped brother moira muir
is seeks the box for a similar reason her young daughter is being held captive but there are further complications years ago the
pair had an affair now they must put aside the past and join forces to find the box
Princess in Disguise: A Novella 2013-02-25 the mystery of the hurst amulet is revealed new york times bestselling author hawkins
pits a world renowned explorer against his strong willed assistant as they pursue a long lost treasure original
How to Capture a Countess 2012-09-18 the highlander series bundle contains captured by the highlander claimed by the highlander
and seduced by the highlander enjoy these captivating sizzling highlander romances from usa today bestselling author julianne
maclean captured by the highlander lady amelia sutherland would rather die than surrender to a man like duncan maclean he is the
fiercest warrior of his clan her people s sworn enemy and tonight he is standing over her bed eyes blazing muscles taut and battle
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axe gleaming maclean has come to kill amelia s fiancé but once he sees the lovely innocent amelia he decides to take her instead
claimed by the highlander with his tawny mane battle hewn brawn and ferocious roar angus the lion macdonald is the most fearsome
warrior lady gwendolen has ever seen and she is his most glorious conquest captured in a surprise attack on her father s castle
gwendolen is now forced to share her bed with the man who defeated her clan but in spite of angus s overpowering charms she
refuses to surrender her innocence without a fight seduced by the highlander lady catherine is a beautiful lass of elite origin or
so she is told suffering from amnesia she is desperate to find the truth about who she really is or at the very least meet someone
who inspires an intense memory or emotion when she first lays eyes on lachlan macdonald catherine has a sixth sense that he holds
the key that will unlock her past and maybe even her heart but how could she know that the passion she ignites in this lusty
warrior s heart could consume and destroy them both
A Most Dangerous Profession 2011-10-18 sparkling with high seas drama and tender romance the third scottish highlands novel is a
pure pleasure publishers weekly starred review for almost seven years scottish noble patrick maclean has toiled as a slave aboard
a spanish galleon ship now the day of reckoning has finally arrived leading his fellow oarsmen into mutiny he seizes control of
the sofia but there s an unexpected passenger the ship owner s niece with no choice but to take the spanish beauty hostage patrick
sails for scotland to exact his long awaited revenge and reclaim his rightful legacy juliana mendoza was willing to do anything to
save her mother even leave her beloved homeland to marry a total stranger now she finds herself the captive of a man with murder
in his heart but at inverleith the macleans ancestral keep she sees a different side of the fierce warrior and meets his honorable
clan struggling to bring peace to a bitterly divided country her warring feelings for patrick erupt into a passion that leaves
them both yearning for more but juliana is duty bound to another land and another man beloved warrior is the 3rd book in the
scottish highland series but you may enjoy reading the series in any order
Shadows of the Past 1856 in a delightfully sexy and witty series new york times and usa today bestselling author karen hawkins
creates an unforgettable couple locked in a marriage that begins with a desperate feud and ends in seduction it s hardly the type
of wedding fiona maclean dreamed of no family no guests just a groom who s been dragged literally to the altar but if marriage to
black jack kincaid the handsome wastrel she d sworn never to see again will avert a bloody war between their clans so be it surely
she can share his bed without losing her heart known throughout scotland and london as a wild rogue jack is accustomed to waking
in dire situations but married long ago he and fiona reveled in a youthful passion now the fiery sensual lass is his once more and
though their marriage is in name only jack is determined to win her forever body and soul
The Taming of a Scottish Princess 2012-05-22 a trio of courageous brothers face danger and love in sixteenth century scotland in
these three enthralling romances from a usa today bestselling author the men of the maclean clan are fierce warriors from the
battle of flodden field to the waters off the spanish coast they fight to protect their homes and those they love in this
spellbinding scottish highland series the maclean brothers find unexpected romance with women who heal and stir their souls
beloved imposter felicia campbell has set a plan in motion to escape her wedding to the lecherous old earl of morneith but she s
interrupted when she s abducted her fury turns to curiosity when she discovers her captor is the handsome rory maclean her clan s
hated enemy and rory who has sworn never to love again finds himself daring to care for the fiery captive who could save his
broken soul beloved stranger lachlan maclean rode with king james iv of scotland to free his country from english tyranny in the
slaughter at flodden field he s thrown from his horse and awakes to the beautiful visage of kimbra carlton a border woman whose
husband was killed by a scot leaving her to fend for her daughter alone now she can neither let the wounded lachlan die nor let
anyone know his heritage but perhaps in healing him she may heal her own heart beloved warrior patrick maclean spent years
enslaved aboard a spanish galleon but after he leads his fellow oarsmen in an uprising he finds himself in charge of not only the
vessel but also a fetching young passenger juliana mendoza the ship owner s niece juliana was bound for a wedding and a man she
never wanted but the more she comes to know patrick and his honorable clan the more she realizes that only she can decide her fate
The Highlander Series 2015-03-17 new york times bestselling author karen hawkins returns to glory north carolina for another
delightful story of love and laughter she thinks she s lois lane susan collins always wanted to be a hard hitting reporter but
there s not much call for her talents in sleepy glory north carolina then the murder mystery club a trio of enterprising
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octogenarians decides to open their own csi lab at the assisted living center and when strange accidents begin to happen around
town susan senses she could be on to the news story of her dreams he doesn t want to be her superman mark tremayne has returned to
glory to take over as cfo of the glory examiner his job is to keep the newspaper profitable which means covering the annual
baptist church bake off and selling ads for the county fair not allowing his too sexy for her own good reporter to hare off after
a wild story that could alienate some of the townspeople together they re kryptonite mark s and susan s viewpoints could be from
different planets but their mutual attraction is in total alignment despite their arguments the indomitable redhead and the hot
accountant are a sexual explosion waiting to happen and when it does glory had better watch out
Beloved Warrior 2015-03-10 second historical thriller in the alexander seaton series sweeps the hero back to his roots in ulster
and a family living under a curse and riven with long held secrets it is 1628 charles 1 is on the throne and the british crown is
finally taking control of ulster returning to his rooms one night alexander seaton is shocked to find a stranger standing there a
man who could be his double his name is sean o neill and he carries a plea for help from maeve o neill forbidding matriarch of
alexander s mother s family in ireland all those who bear their blood have been placed under a poet s curse one by one they are
going to die only alexander is immune his o neill heritage a secret from all but his closest family alexander travels to ulster to
find himself at the heart of a family divided by secrets and bitter resentments as he seeks out the author of the curse he becomes
increasingly embroiled in the conflict until confronted with murder within his own family his liberty and finally his life are at
stake
Works by Norman Macleod D.D. 1891 the second novel in new york times bestselling author karen hawkins s sparkling duchess diaries
series features a young woman desperate for a wealthy marriage a prince who pretends to be poor and a meddling godmother a prince
in wolf s clothing sets his sights on an independent scottish lass in this sparkling romance from bestselling author karen hawkins
an innocent lost in the woods the sensible solution to her family s dire financial woes is for lily balfour to marry the earl of
huntley a wealthy widower handpicked by her matchmaking godmother the duchess of roxburghe huntley is pleasant and attractive the
perfect candidate in every way but lily knows she s in big trouble as soon as passionate unprincipled prince wulfinski sweeps a
hot possessive glance over her powerful and sexy wulfinski declares he will make her his no matter the cost by his own account
wulf is a pauper barely able to afford his own cottage yet nothing will stop him from pursuing the elusive beauty with every
cunning trick he can muster but which is more important power and money or love everlasting to make the right choice both wulf and
lily must trust their hearts not just their heads to lead them to the happiness they desire
Golden hours, ed. by W.M. Whittemore 1882 scarred in a terrible accident the gruff lord kirk becomes a recluse from society until
he meets his neighbor a young beauty who shares his love for poetry and books
Saturday Night 1972 grandmother is moving to kim s home to the delight of her granddaughter
The Heir of Ardanarchan and Other Tales 1861 a highland lass dares to fall in love with her clan s most hated enemy in the first
book of patricia potter s spellbinding scottish highland series set in the sixteenth century felicia campbell has just received a
death sentence from her uncle and the king in a fortnight she is to wed the earl of morneith vowing to escape her fate as the
bride of the lecherous decades older nobleman she devises a daring scheme but the plan goes horribly awry when she is abducted now
the only way to survive is to continue her deception and yield to rory maclean her clan s most hated enemy and the handsomest man
she has ever seen after tragedy claimed his first two wives rory took to the sea ten years later he returns home vowing never to
marry or give his heart again but then his clansmen steal a bride for him a fearless spirited beauty who can wield a sword as well
as any man as bitter strife continues to divide his homeland rory will move heaven and earth for the woman who has healed his soul
a woman who isn t what she seems beloved imposter is the 1st book in the scottish highland series but you may enjoy reading the
series in any order
Canadian Saturday Night 1972
How to Abduct a Highland Lord 2007-01-30
The Scottish Highland Series 2017-10-03
Lois Lane Tells All 2010-03-30
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A Game of Sorrows 2010-09-02
How to Pursue a Princess 2013-05-21
How to Entice an Enchantress 2013-09-17
The Ghost Horse of Meadow Green 2005-02
Beloved Impostor 2015-03-10
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